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Ffxiv alchemist quest list

Ethe ge word-funkk'nnen in Google documents Richard Angasiagt Warden und Warden b nderungen intfrontitiales anziaganletzti snderungen anzeigen CategoryDiscussionEdItHistory is the following is the Alchemist class یر یس  یپ  نیا  چیب  مان   q. کیا وک  پآ  وت  تاماعنا  ءایشا   Alchemist &amp; 00000000000000010000001 &amp; 00000000000000000000000So
کیا وک  پآ  وت  ںی�  �ت�اچ   Alchemist Deitrich-Ul'dah---Alchemists ' ںی� �ت�اچ  انو�  اک  �تسار  �ک  ( 13-9  ) تامادقا �ک  ڈلگ   Alchemist &amp; 00000000000000010000001 &amp; 00000000000000010000001Way ئل�  Alchemist Deitrich-Ul'dah-- لھت �س  لحارم  �ک  -Alchemists ' 100115 ( 13-9  ) ڈلگ Guaranteed یملا ال�پ  اریم  ءایشا  یئگ  ید  تنامض  ic &amp;

00000000000000010000001 &amp; 00000000000000020000002My-Ul'dah- لوصا �رسود  �ک  ءایشا  یک  تنامض  یک   150 ( 13-9  ) ڈلگ یک  سٹسمی�کلا  - لھت  &amp; 00000000000000050000005 &amp; 00000000000000030000003 لوصا �رسود  �ک  the Severian Ul'dah-Alchemists (9-13) 1, and 148194Guaranteed Guaranteed Items Optional Items Your Beeswax &amp;
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000004All all steps of your Beeswax Severeian-Ul'dah-all-Thel-Alchemists Guild (9-13) 5, 899289Guaranteed Guaranteed Items Optional Items for Fair Love &amp; 0000000000000015
&amp; 000,000,000000000005For Fair Love For The Stages of The Severian-Ul'dah-Thall-Alchemists' Guild (9-13) 15, 120382Guaranteed Items Optional Items Arcanist's Tom &amp; 0
000,000,000200000200000002000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 , 420470Guaranteed Guaranteed
Items Optional Items Practical Chemical &amp; 000000000000000025 &amp; Practical 0000000000000000000000007Practical-Severian-9-13-K-Ul'dah Alchemists Guild 600557guarateed &amp; 000,000,00000000003030&amp;;steps guaranteed items optional items Bal00000000000008 (9-13) 81, 510639Guaranteed Guaranteed Items To Eliminate Optional
Items &amp; Help &amp; 0000000000000035 &amp;
000,000,000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Guild
guaranteed items can make the right 260guaranteed 0600000000000000040 &amp; correct
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Items
Optional Items Anti-Chemical &amp; 0000000000000000000045 &amp; 000,000,0000111Ultimate Chemical Seurian-Ul'dah-to-Thl-Al-Al-Kims' Guild Stages (9-13) 204, 930Guaranteed Guaranteed Items Optional Items Inapadmiracle &amp; 0000000000000000050 &amp;
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 32 &amp;
00000000000000000000000050 A track of optional items without step &amp;
000,000,0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Marks the Spot
&amp;000000000000005300000053&amp;000000000000001400000014Magic Marks the Spot Wiltwaek - Mor Dhona - Fogfens - Revenant's Toll (23.0,8.6)   777,6001,514Guaranteed Items Optional Items  From Hells &amp;000000000000005500000055&amp;000000000000001500000015From Hells Wiltwaek - Mor Dhona - Fogfens - Revenant's
Toll (23.0,8.6)   1,108,8001,362Guaranteed Items Optional Items  Burden of Proof &amp;000000000000005800000058&amp;000000000000001600000016Burden of Proof Wiltwaek - Mor Dhona - Fogfens - Revenant's Toll (23.0,8.6)   1,713,6001,573Guaranteed Items Optional Items  What Death Can Join Together
&amp;000000000000006000000060&amp;000000000000001700000017What Death Can Join Together Wiltwaek - Mor Dhona - Fogfens - Revenant's Toll (23.0,8.6)   1,715,8501,563Guaranteed Items Not Quite Dead Yet &amp;000000000000006000000060&amp;000000000000001800000018Not Quite Dead Yet Severian - Ul'dah - Steps of Thal - Alchemists'
Guild  (9-13)   451,980713Guaranteed Items The Forbidden Blade &amp;000000000000006300000063&amp;000000000000001900000019The Forbidden Blade Severian - Ul'dah - Steps of Thal - Alchemists' Guild  (9-13)   1,725,300838Guaranteed Items Optional Items  Do Goldsmiths Dream of Gilded Sheep
&amp;000000000000006500000065&amp;000000000000002000000020Do Goldsmiths Dream of Gilded Sheep Severian - Ul'dah - Steps of Thal - Alchemists' Guild  (9-13)   2,079,0001,748Guaranteed Items Optional Items  No Sin Unpunished &amp;000000000000006800000068&amp;000000000000002100000021No Sin Unpunished Greinfarr - Ul'dah -
Steps of Nald - Emerald Avenue - Erralig's Burial Chamber (8.0-12.4)   2,902,5001,095Guaranteed Items Optional Items  A Love رپ� �س  ںویگدنز   &amp; 000000000000007000000070 &amp; 000000000000002300000023A جنیچسکیا وینویا  ملین  - لھت تبحم ،  کیا  ر�اب  �س  ںویگدنز   (ul'dah-13.9) 10.8 ھکنپ کیا  ءایشا  یئگ  ید  تنامض  یک   &amp;
000000000000007000000070 &amp; ھکنپ کیا  تسود ،  �ک   Bethric 769 تسود �ک  Friends Crystarium-Baldaquin- م� ںا�ج   000825  ، 230 ( 8.6-10.8 ( ) رپ روط  یخیرات   ) بلطم اک  لٹسرک   &amp; 000000000000007500000075 &amp; 000000000006877000000068 770 ںی� ،  �تھکر  قلعت  �س  Where م�  Bethric ںی� �تھکر  قلعت  �س  -Crystarium- یخیرات  ) بلطم اک  لٹسرک  ) (Baldaquin-
10.8) 8 ، 250 ، 8.6 ، 723Guaranteed ںومخز �نارپ  یبای  افش  یک  ءایشا  یئگ  ید  تنامض   &amp; 000000000000008000000080 &amp; 000000000006877100000068 ، 771Healing ںومخز �نارپ  �ک  یبای  افش   Bethric-Crystarium-Baldaquin-325  ، 1 ( 8.6-10.8  ) بلطم اک  لٹسرک  Guaranteed روصت یرخآ  ںیم : ءایشا  یئگ  ید  تنامض   XIV ںیم  Quests یرخآ  �� ایگ  ایک  کارتشا  رپ  روط  �ک 

یساتنف  XIV س�  Alchemist Quests ٹسرف یمسککولنوتسامی�کلا  کیا  وک  پآ  وسیراوقیرسٹسیق  درگاش  �ک  مسق  .رپ  روط  �ک   Al Ic115 100 ںی� �ت�اچ  اننب  تاماعنا  Start 2.0 چٹیپنایرویسکپن دناچارٹایدکپن   Deitrich وک پآ  �ئل ،  �ک  �لحرم  یرخآ  �ک  جاردنا  �ک  پآ  .�ئل  �ک  �نرک  قیثوت  یک  ش�اوخ  یک  پآ  �ئل  �ک  �نو�  لماش  ںیم  ڈلگ  سٹسمی�کلا '  تاش�اوخ   guildmaster ئل� �ک  �نرک  لصاح  یروظنم  �س 
رظن �طقن  .ںی�   Where they were in the Alkimsts' Guild on their work bench. Severian has accepted his start at the Al-Kims' Guild. Please lace the weather and talk to The Goldmaster once again. Talk with The Goldman Sevia. Al-Kimastonoloksthi 2nd Principal, 150Start Hands of the Hands of the Kystseraversvi's Hand-To-The-NpcSeverianPatch 2.0

Guildmaster Severian wants you to use alchemic alic to perform your first season miracle Goldmaster Severian has instructed you to use your alic in order to make you a bottled water. The required mela for this work can be purchased from the supplier through the water-guild door. Once you have successfully handled the water bottle, you are to provide the in-
house resin in its work bench. You have delivered your first task to The Goldmaster Severian to complete your first task, such as a new al-Kivel. They encourage you to continue your training, and revel in the joy of every little alchemical miracle. ' Next Russian will be available from Severian on reaching the Quest level 5. Provide a bottle to the sevia. The hands
of the first almamater of the cestser-cum-coin-ins-in-the-bees-in-the-in-the-in-the-world 1148 194start-Nupxirianand-Nupxirian-Nupcosiorian-Patch 2.0 It appears that all of The Guildmaster Severeian but you have forgotten the existence. The GoldmanSator Seurian has assigned you a task to help you understand another basic alchemical principle. Three bottles
of Synthesize and supply them to your serious instructor. You have provided maximum satisfaction to your adopted triad, the gentile Goldmaster. Go further into the world of chemistry, and learn such joy of discovering that you remember to eat or sleep. ' The next russian will be available from Severian upon reaching the search level. Supply ing bottles to The
Severian. Hand-cestsrecresthi second-in-command-poncaplyonluxoff festival loverewards 5900 289start nupxiorianand nupxiorianpatch 2.0 It seems that some unexpected case is more dynamic than Guildmaster. Severian has kept you square in the way of the upcoming Guild work for his work bench. Synthesize twelve goms and deliver them to the
Goldmaster. Able to focus on their personal research, Goldman Surean looks at your capable handling of your traps work. Continue to improve your skills through completing The Tradecraft Julie, and prepare for any role that unexpected resin is in store for you. ' The next russian will be available from The Severian on reaching the Quest level 15. The supply of
the besmwa's gomis to the Severian. You appear to lose the disciple of the Caesarean-serial arcanist's bisonlocus-style 15120 tomeriords start 382start 2.0 npcseverianpatch guildmaster's hand to the disciple of The Severian War against fatigue. Sleepy Eyes Goldmaster has assigned you another task. Create a sense of intelligence and a sense of
communication and bring them to The Severian. As you have requested, brought two goldmaster on the plants. Severian praised your alchemical species, explaining that the bronzes you have created will be out of the most new alchemist's expertise. In further cases, you are to take the plants and provide them directly to the customer. You have brought the
plants to Ardra. Gladiator fans think that it was you, and not The Goldmaster, who was in charge of his gift for The Concotang, he didn't. Go back to the seurian and inform him that your work is complete. You lose the Goldmaster from his sleep with your report. What is most used alchemical purpose drives to make you work in the view of the sevia? Now you
realize that not allowing too much passion in your education, you return to your transition of the chemical. . . . the next russian will be available from The Severian to reach the Quest Level 20. Intelligence will be presented as a test for a good and a good one. Return to the GoldMaster of Intelligence and Okhd Mashaq for The Severian Okhd. By Returning to the
Severian Questserisor with your growing capacity 28420 is a desire to check. You have been assigned with an arcanist request, a man whose name you are likely to be forced to rely on the selected memory of The Goldman Seurian. Build the basto-high-end hard-to-find larder gramware and deliver your bulk-cutter. As such, one of the materials required in the
creation of the tome must be obtained either by collecting, or must be purchased from the market boards of the Auction Avenue Exchange. And if you want to explain more patient on the bus, The Severian shows that you will be better off traveling to The Alao in central Tanalan and visiting the camp of the great Mutamix. You have delivered an engraved hard-to-
carry gramomy to The Severian. Leaving little choice, but despite visiting the guild in person to collect his order, the arcanist seems to be in a state of mind with the quality of the grammar. Your client is focused on maintaining your new reputation as a master resinia despite you in the hot flashes of praise. ' The next russian will be available from The Severian to
reach the Quest Level 25. A basto-enhanced hard-grown hard-to-grade delivery to the Severian. Hand-cisserologist Tomionlokxbayev Brewserwardus 47600 557start NPCSeverianEnd npcseverianpatch 2.0 Hints of guildmaster Severian's angry mode signals you waiting for your help on another unpleasant task. to It concludes that the duty that is forced by your
colleagues is more appropriate for the continued education of their assistant. Synthesize provide a high quality natron and your own in-house instructor. After examining the powder's own glory, the fully-affected Goldmaster began to explain the practical applications of the natron, and usually the chemical. Should you perform one last task for Severian, he
promised to allow you to help him as he tried to uncover the ultimate secret of the camera. By this time comes, you must try to achieve the ever-lofty heights of skill in your chosen discipline. ' Next Rasania Quest will be available from Severian until 30 on arrival. A supply of natron �. Hand-seurian cestser-serresperactakal and al-Kimionlokksya 81510
sastriwards start 639start 2.0 npcseverianpatch guildmaster's desire to once again assess the development of your rasania skills. Your job from The GoldMaster is to make you a damaged agent. Synthesis provide three high quality flowers of weak blind ness and make them reach your engage high. Goldmaster Seurian has created you that appreciate the
potential for the current chaos in the region. Now your job is to provide you with the blind plants to attach a client to a miqo'te savoury with one of the girl's low ul'dah's groups. You'll find it anywhere in Perl Lane waiting for your arrival. After accepting the flowers, Miqo'te finds himself a Soltanswarn named W' Blai A. He had previously introduced the gang known
as the Hand of the Dead after learning of his plan to rob the palace. Frustrated by the Severian forces to adjust the gang's plan, he asks you to give a message back in The Goldmaster. You provide a message to The Guardian, but The GoldmanSteer refuses to consider his demand for the return of his sister, W'nahja. More perfection soltanswaran desires, as
your character as the pentupof his great and mysterious alchemical effort as his assistant ready to roll as his assistant as his assistant as his assistant, ssioras as his helper, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
دھکوا . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . یھدنا  روزمک  �ئل �  �ک  نایرویس  لوھپ  �دوجوم  یک  . Client supply for weak blind s �hards. Talk with The Goldman Sevia. 117260 سدرویرٹ�گار ایانب  ٹ�گامسککولنسویرب  لافیلابسیراقیرسٹسیق  ھتا�  �ک  درگاش  �ک  مسق  Start NPCSeverianEnd npcseverianpatch 2.0
Guildmaster Severian ش�اوخ یک  �نرک  ضیوفت  ماک  یلومعم  کیا  وک  پآ  . Although Severian has now accepted you as his assistant in the right, he feels that research for the final manifestation of the chemical cannot continue until the constant flow of painful guild works is being done. Talk with Deitrich, Welcome to the Guild, and arrange for the official duties of The
GoldMaster to be parts Learn from Deitrich that the sexual research of The Severian started after their life took a real love life. Considering the growing resentment around the actions of The Goldman Saster and concerned for the welfare of the human being, the reception is essential to allow your request initially. However, he shows that one of Guild's valuable
associates has created the necessary goodwill to avoid further responsibilities for a time. Go back to The Severian and tell you the good news. After the suggestion of Relang Deitrich, you assigned yourself a highly-strengthened glass making work of Hello Ether. Provide full concoction in the seurian. You have received the glowing appreciation of your
remarkable serity Hello Ether to the seurian and the inspiring alchemist. Removed from the risk of obstruction in his research, Goldman State states that he is ready to begin the final phase of the experiments. The lead of the chemical seems to be but a little climb. ' The next russian will be available from The Severian on reaching the Quest level 40. Talk to
deitrich. Talk with Severian. Hello Ether � a glass supply. Hand-seurian and cestser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa-sa Severian's claims have finally exposed the guidance he needs
to move forward with the final alchemical process. Help seriously with the preparation of the ingredients required by the Three Unusual Lysing Hi-Pods. Your encouragement for The Severian has been achieved by extraordinary shells. Although the actual outcome remains somewhat vague, he hopes to get along with this encouraging alchemical affidavit, the
Goldmaster states that he is ready to start the long and demanding process. There's a little bit left to do but you're back to your education while waiting for it to be completed... . . . the next Russian will be available to reach the Level of Quest Severian. The power � plants by the Severian Cestsarekwarismagat Raghtonloksmomantry start-up Maraclariords
204930start NPCSeverianEnd appears in need of npcseverianpatch help. It seems that the long-term alchemical processes of the seurian have failed to achieve the expected results. Without offering an explanation, Franzid Resanya demands that you take it to a number of high quality bronzes. Three extraordinary mega plants of intelligence : create , one in
mind, and one life . . . and supply the full material to the goldmaster. You have delivered three mega plants to the dynamic Goldmaster. After a measurement of your magnificent creature to inspect and recompose, Severian finally explains the reason behind it Research : They mean to burn W'nahja, the love they lost in disaster. With a new batch of ingredients in
hand, the set-up resina returns to its work bench to start a new effort. Once again, you are not bound to do anything but are waiting for the results... . . . the next Russian will be available from The Severian on reaching the Quest Level 50. سنج یلیٹنا  اگیم �  کیا  یک  دھکوا  ن�ذ  یم�ارف , یک  دھکوا  اگیم  کیا  �ک  یگدنز ,�  یک  دھکوا  اگیم  کیا  روا  نایرویس �  . The type of
disciple Cestserekwarisaltamatti Al-Kimionlokswathot a trasreords 424800start NPCSeverianEnd npcseverianpatch 2.0 guildmaster Severian appears to isolate the missing element in his work. Severian explains that his attempt to burn his previous love failed to take into account the need for a spiritual anchor. Talk to Wandea in Perl Lane, and if she can save the
Goldmaster then ask if she is W'nahja. Wandea is not worth giving you any items that can be valuable to her sister . . . or unworthy. Although well out of patience with The Severian experience, he shows you visiting W'nahja's fans to see if you can help you in your quest. Talk to the entrepreneurs and traders at the Ruby Road Exchange to learn about any items
that may be in accordance with the requirements of The GoldMaster. After talking with W'nahja's fans, you learn that Gweni had a special stick hobby. Its high quality artist Rosewood Stick and The Buxti recreate a grade three-coaking busto, which before supplying weapons on the guild in the Alkimsts of Severian, The Severian finally succeeds in the resourcing
W'nahja. However, after that, the life of the criminal is short lived after the goldmaster's emotional connection, is blurred in the guinea aether. Talk to The Goldman Saster and know what he wants to do now. Free from their years in the last time, Master Rasania wishes you to join them in the constant search of the endless realm of the chemical. ' Next Resania
Quest will be available for once you have met the following requirements: ' You must be registered a product key for Ultimate Concept XIV: The Hwanswarfor for your service account. You must find a major scenario before the rising of the flame. Talk with Wandea in Perl Lane. Learn more about W'nahja from this fan. An artist rosewood stick with a cocktail
Busto III � . Talk with Severian. The type of direction the C.E.C.C.E.V.I.V.I.V.I.V.I.V.I.O. 87320 MarklyonLuxmasak SpotRewards is a Satanic Guildmaster in the eye of the mark npcwiltwaekpatch blink. Goldmaster is of utmost importance to you, providing someone in their favorite Assistant Revanant tool to report some kind of . As the details of the Severian are
light, speak with To determine what, and why. Deitrich ─ unsurprised �� کلو  کیا  �دننک  لوصو  �بولطم  �ک   �� اترک  تحاضو  یک  تاب  سا   �� ایک  داٹساوف  وک  لیسرت  یک  وک ─  پآ  �ن  ریٹسامڈلاوگ  �ک   �� . A member of the guild who is accused of maintaining peace is currently investigating the crime in Mor. Some evidence left behind in this scene is the expert eye of the
Goldmaster Severian, and the results of his analysis must take you to the Revanant tool. Make your way now with the on-the-go certificate. You meet with another trusted partner. They tell you that a wire of mysterious disappearances contains late tools at the end. Willk opens the certificate and claims that the camera is involved in these crimes. They are more
pronousus that you have to be their advisors on this issue. Mustifed, you appreciate the high skies as a note from The Goldmaster Severian reads aloud. As you don't need skills, you're currently waiting for further progress. ' The next resinwill be available by The Quest to reach level 53. Talk with deitrich. Provide a certificate of the link in the Revanant tool. Hand
disciple Cestserekwariswawat a tracoonlokxfraom helserwards 669600 1514start npcwiltwaekpatch 3.0 wiltwaek's eyes say something new. According to Willk, the thief has hit again, currently taking a number of samples from the search of St Coinach. During his escape, one of the robbers dropped a sensitive document: a map of Mor, covered in strange signs.
Wilco thinks it's some kind of code that the group uses to communicate. It is understandable that is very important for the investigation, and that is why they offer you the most important expert of the circle on the Incapaharad Map Seifers: The owner of the Wench, the sinking on the map of The Lomans, after looking at the map of the incapulate, he declared that
Symptoms do not mean anything, but serve to engage with the original message on paper. It's probably written in some kind of hidden dark, barkeep. Go back to this amazing interpretation of the Ravenant. The vilk is affected by a deep cut of the cloud, and to report that he has also learned something about the map. The paper is of no interest, but the signs are
the deed in magic blackness. After asking your expert's opinion and learning that magic is used for black ness, I try to turn on the arcane star. However, he does everything that is strangely on the face of the map. Wilco realizes that this is a particularly map-point that guides criminals to their targets. At his feet, the chenob suggests you have created three fake
maps to put the suspects in the open. Willk does not agree. Asks that you ring three bottles of high quality magic-mita-black for fake. Willk accepts the magic-memory blackness to the thanksgiving, and he says he will set a pick to work on the map. He intends to attract crocs to the search for St. Coinach, where they are easily visible among researchers. Join it
there, because you never know when a rasania will come into hand. You find a young man who is coming from the east with a suspect already in the area. However, on closer inspection, Wilco realizes that his silence is not a disorder but a compulsion. He's in some angry or other game, and the nearest Eastern youth is a victim and a criminal so loud. As the
chenab allows to leave , he suddenly sees a strange person in his shadow . Willk calls him, but the partner just wanders away. Confusion, Says Willas, is toying with dangerous powers to criminals, and asks if you need help again when the need arises. ' The next resina will be available by The Quest on reaching level 55. Provide the incapour map for The
Lomans in Badarun. Synthesis Wizard's Metherity Inc. �. Incapairad map with a head with resisors... The hand-to-hand student is an update about the case for the case marked by the npcwiltwaekpatch of the Cestserek-Spotoonlokx-Bardan 844800 ProofRewards start 1362start 3.0 wiltwaek. The will tells you something of two things. First, you have taken
possession of the Eastern youth with no signs of his recovery, and no one has any idea who he is. Second, one of the recently stolen Ellagan specimens has turned Into The House of Rowana in The Supland. The leinhas have gone ahead to investigate and there are also the bids you are involved in. Rovana is ready to help your investigation for the high quality
Grade 1 intelligence solvent price. There are three bottles to open the tongue of the snout. Happy with your exchange, Rovana hands gives you an al-Lagan cruiser, and its seller explains it. He thinks it is a local notorious thief, but it cannot help whether such a thief will know about the chemical. Before he goes on, a suspicious man appears to question in the
cruiser. After this address, after an encouraging call you mean to back it up, and asks that you have the same relay on the same. Tell you quickly where the pick has gone. However, he directly received the word from him that the suspect had snotthim him. It's better to decide that this strange partner wanted to buy him instead of going out of the cruiser. Make
your way to the Al-Kims' Guild ul'dah, and ask The Goldman Seurian because a Rasania would like an Allagan cruiser. The usual unsavory ness of the Goldmaster Seurian once he sees what you have brought. I've a legend that tells you Allag could raise men from nothing, and the main component of this process was the crystal that was in the heart of the
cruiser. Although he thinks his self-help, he understands why some al-Kimswill sloshing this power. Come back to him, and tell him what you've discovered. You both come back to find and in it. The reason, you soon learned, is that they've got your suspects' lair . . . used to perform horrible experiments on people living in a black cave. Thanks to your explanation
of the cruiser, Wilco creates a criminal master mind profile, a mad al-Semia designed to kill in the power of life to create. Worried, you ask if you give up your help, not more innocent towssopholks. ' Next will be available by The Russian Quest Level 58. With the spandars in the house of the resizors Rovana. Grade 1 � intelligence bottles. Report to Synthesize.
Show Al-Lagan Cruiser in Al-Kimsats of Siurian. You can return to the cruise on the Gild-Ul-Lagan. Hands-on-the-word waiting from the death of the Cestser-Eisser-Swara-Swaram HellsUnlocksWhatTogetherRewards 1125600 1573start NPCWiltwaekEnd npcatentwm. To complete this search, you have learned advanced recipes present within Master Alchemist
III. The camp of Cheaab is apparently one of the missing people on the road south of the Revanant tool. Make your way now. The one that you have reached to find a strange scene before . . . is to clearly explain that the description of the pick. A lone Lafellan colleague was driving a car, and there were two barrels in the back which the suspect claims is not
known in advance. There were two men in them , one alive and one dead . Alive is a quiet, hardly in the same state near the Eastern youth you already found. The end of the pick but for the same lead: a torn leather journal found on the dead man. In it, he talks of a sister working in The Talfiather. Now there was a twin, and find out that the body was a twin. The
sister of the dead man informed you that the child was not a single twin nor a friend of another by the kodle that his brother all reported . If you are a child, you can get a refund. In his absence, Willak has found a witness who testifies that he saw the Lalafelan suspect , the bodies and all the s - from the back of the car. But the offender himself denies it, saying
that he cannot possibly perform such power-ups. Neither nor should they believe in the sin , nor should they ask him , You are the high quality of power , the Dragonian Okhd . Do it, it can lift huge weights if the tests are helped by the chemical. To complete this search, you must have learned advanced recipes Inside Master Al-Cameia III. The kitchen is open
and the barrels below the income are easily accessible. With his alibi disproved, the suspect tells you everything about how an aging rasania got her services to move the body, and how the twins actually have a clone, a live, breathing copy. This master mind is stealing people from their beds to follow this process, apparently created as the ancient Allag. The
offender also tells you that this person has no problem with murder, and is born to protect. With these new facts in your feet, Willak has given a kingdom that should soon take over the master mind, or there will be more bloodshed. ' The next russian quest will be available from the same when the level reaches 60. Talk to the cheaab near the tool of camp
revanant. Show the broken leather log of the victim's sister in The Talfiather. Return to the � power of a Drakonian oak. Synthesis hand by the custressrequesbardan profonlocusnot perfectly dead yetrewards 954788 1563start npcwiltwaekpatch 3.0 is a look of victory of the volan. To complete this search, you have learned advanced recipes present within
Master Alchemist III. It seems that your suspect has provided the master mind name: a rasania from the neareast of Waaad. It has been further stated that more about his so-called clone has been determined about Saint Coinach. St Coinach is looking for a venture to their headquarters to find out what they have learned. I have learned a lot about the cheaab.
They are empty vessels, without spirits, and it is the hepothesis that means that your soul moves into small copies of itself, and achieves eternal life in practice. He tells you that vaaad has established a new base in the southeast of the Revanant tool. Meet him to capture this criminal master mind. You capture the waaad without struggle. The villa searches for
this parpling, and asks you to wait for it in your usual place in the Revanant tool so that they can question the suspect. You have a disappointment. It seems that Wawad is now denying that he is a wawad and that he is an alchemist. The evidence against him that is against him is circulating, volco take a thing you found on your suspect : a copy of the Great Gold
to The Severian, and ask him for evidence that the wad is your master offender. Seurian provides you two important pieces of information. First, only al-Kimsts can become a copy of the best. Second, each alchemist aether has a unique color for him, in which magic is transferred to any gramovirus produced by blackness. While usually hidden from the naked
eye, The GoldmanSteer has invented a powder to provide the spectrolym overlooking it. With this, you can This was the highest and highest gold copy and that he is a master al-Kamaiya. Return to it now with good news. You can explain your purpose by putting the spectrum in the hands of a grateful man. Now, your friend instills you, whatever is left to prove
that the concoction of The Severian is the sound. Use a craft now in the trial of the waaad. To complete this search, you have learned advanced recipes present within Master Alchemist III. You see their evidence from every piece of evidence you have obtained as a penstocking craftsman. At the same time, he also effectively demonstrates that The Wadd is



indeed a master alchemist, and therefore his inaction. However, whenever charged, the waaad is surprisingly silent. You look across the floor, and there are neareastern youth whose eyes suddenly come back to you. The clone makes a bolt for the door, and the pick is to realize that the waaad must move its spirit into an already empty vessel. Although he is
slow on the uptake, he still blamed the new ones and reduced them. Talk to him now to wrap up this matter for once and for all. Willand and you both thank you for your help as an alchemist, and hopefully you will have the pleasure of working together in the future. ' Next Resania Quest will be available for once you have met the following requirements: ' You
must be registered a product key for Ultimate Fantasy XIV: Storm Blood in your service account. ' You must have the important view search done on the edge of the distance of fortune. Talk with the pick in search of Saint Coinach. The Revanant tool in association with the ressors in the southeast. Talk to Willk. Talk with Severian in the Al-Kims' Guild. A copy of
this for spectrolym supply... The death of the hand � can speak with the death of the cestserreswarisht haraam togetherti 251505 fatonlocusty start BladeRewards 713start NPCSeverianEnd's npcseverianpatch may join the far edge of The Severian. It seems that his anger is on him. The Severian has charged you with a new job. Talk with brass blade in front of
the SSG burial chamber in Ul'dah. You hear that all brass blade has to be told. Talk to him more than that once again. The brass asks blade to confirm the dead contents of a coffin. The latest to examine it to determine the death of us. The latest sarus is a gay who really is. Talk to Severian at the Al-Kims' Guild about your discovery. It has been made from your
report of sustainability, The Severian means they have to review themselves. Practice your chemical skills while waiting for the results of your investigation. ' The next russian will be available from Severian at the level reaching the Quest 63. Speaking The brass blade was posted in front of the as well as the torture chamber. Talk more than once over the brass
blade. Fresh sarco inspection. Talk with Severian Al-Kims' Guild. The disciple's desire to have a word with the hand-castser-courisnot coffee dead Yatonlokxdo Goldsmatas dream 874800-838start-npcseverianand npcseverianpatch Severian. The results of the Severian investigation show that the young woman's body bears the signs of an attempted resurrection
of the dead. Visit Yaoroko of the Toamotogas' Guild and ask questions after rumors about a Toamotorgi move for Commonakatid. Yaaroko no longer remembers the name of Commonakatid Thomotorgi. Al-Kims' guild once again consulted Severian, and a sweet of the wisdom to refresh your memory. The Severian instates you that an electro-like brush-skin is
related to the most beloved of it palates by adding an intelilari. The ring is such a choice delicious � intelic iRes and provide it for the guild in Yaoroko's Toamotorgas. . In the event that ends in failure, you can try again by talking with Severian. You provide sweet � intelinable syain in Yaaroko. It said that to talk about former Goldman Star Mumu-O, rumors once
tried to get men to rise up by using a magic blade known as the hartstroki. Elo's visit to the chamber of the coffin and talk with Eadyang to check the coffin under the charge of this Mumuao o. Ead informs you that without leaving Mumun o, he is not able to allow the coffin test in his charge. Go back to the Al-Kims' Guild and seek the advice of The Severian.
Severian has requested a meeting with Mumuo to get permission to examine the coffin in his charge. Until then, they advise you to continue your alchemical study in the guild and see what new discoveries have to offer. ' The next Russian Quest will be available to reach the Level of The Severian 65. Talk with Yaarko, Argentina ossuary. Talk with Severian. Talk
with an intelligence �. Hand-Severian Haraam Cestseristsy Sin Baladionluxno 999000 UnpunishedRewards Start 1748npcan talk with NPCSEverianEnd's Severian Key's Key. Severian was able to meet with Mumu o and get information from him about Magic Blade, Hartstria. Go and talk with eadgytha in the wrong alig burial chamber and discover what you can
do to the young Lady's relatives surviving the relationship. Eadul'dah informs you that the dead in the coffin wants to examine you, not alive by any other side, not the pressure of F'lhaminn. Travel to the Revanant tool in Mor to talk with him. F'lhainn tells you of a coffin Her boyfriend, Nelly Frassini. Once again to talk with F'lhaminn and meet with an old friend of
hers, go back to the burial chamber. Together with The Greenfarr, an old friend of F'lhamin's, you are set out to find Magic Blade, Hartstroki. First talk with the Greenforr to start your search. Greenfarer has advised you to prepare a token of good intentions so that they can emerge from the truth of the MMPA. Go back to the Al-Kims' Guild and talk to Severian.
Severian tells you that since his previous meeting with Mumu o, he is preparing a toy to open the language of the concoction. Use a combination of juice ingredients that you've acquired to synthesize a bottle of high quality twice-dried m-Tuy juice, and then supply it to the greenfarrer on it. You can try again by talking to The Severian in the event that the recipe
ends in a failure. You have delivered the high quality bottle twice to the yeasted M-Tuy juice greenfarer. What remains is waiting to hear from him back. ' The next level reaching the Rasania Quest will be available from the Greenforr in the burial chamber of erralig in front of 68. Talk with eadgytha in the Revanant tool. Talk to ul'dah in f'lhaminn. Talk to The
Greenfarr. Talk to The Severian. Synthesis twice dried m-Tuy juice �. Type disciple's hand-to-hand-cisser-like-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-ser-s Greenfarr regretted his past mistakes. For the solution, he tried to find the hartstroki, and first learned what it could be on Ul'dah's showpiece. Talk with The Greenfarr to travel on. After
consulting with The Greenforr, you have decided which stores you will make every call to. For your part, find Marcel. Marcel instates you that they sell a market called Insobert to a hartstrik. Speaking with Marcel, you receive the word from F'lhaminn. It seems that something happened in the Greenfarr. Go and talk with F'lhainn in the Frontaintree of Frondala. The
Greenfarr was attacked by an unknown attacker and the assailant escaped with an injured hand. After consulting with pop-ups to consider how best to analyze the blood behind in this scene, he advises you to talk with Severian in the Alkimis' Guild. The seurian has the ability to separate certain trace elements present in a chemical sample and is luminescent in
the action in them. Using a set of lomanal ingredients as a base, the lomanol synthesize a bottle of � and measures its supply to the thall. . In the event that the recipe ends in failure, you can talk to The bottle of loman �ol was delivered to pop. Follow the Bluestance along the roadside, and then visit the Neelam Avenue Exchange to talk with the pop-up again.
Apothecary Raaquetells you a customer who recently bought a salve for an open wound on his hand. Follow then, which are closed in the direction of the door of the hole. With each other pop-up Kuli, you track the attack on the Greenforr and arrive at a late-in-the-wall warehouse. There you know that the warehouse is in use of the same mercht which is
purchased from the E.E.R.T.A.I.M. 'Insobert.' ' The next level reaching the Rasania Quest will be available by pop-up at the Neelam Avenue Exchange 70. Talk with The Greenfarr. Talk with Marcel. Talk to f'lhainn. Seurian. Talk with Synthesize a bottle of Lomanol �. Keep an eye on pop-ups. Follow him pop. The hand of the disciple of the type, the
cestseraqwarisno sin inponoshadsatret nuppokokkoland nupxiurianpatch 4.0 pop-up appears to be very disappointed. Pop-up kuli tells you that The Insobert has escaped from his warehouse. Travel to the Neelam Avenue Exchange, and search for the Lady of the March. The troubled attendee of the insobert finds out that there is a strange rumor around his
owner. Once again to talk to him-visit the SG's burial chamber. The anxious attendee is the confissus that is found out of the city walls of his friends who went missing. To continue hunting for the insobert, travel to the tool of the Revanant and talk with the pop-up insobert confisuswhose whose body was found outside the city. You have taken the hartstria, and
what remains is to use it for free blue-grass. Go back to the Al-Kims' Guild to talk with Severian. Severian instates you that the curse on the nilifarsini can only break the hartstrac and leave a trace behind it. Use a set of non-solvents ingredients to mix a glass of strong dissolvent � , and then supply it in the greenhouse. The burial chamber. You've seen the glass
of the greenfarr's hands � powerfuldissolve. Free from the curse of the hartstric at last, the remains of the nilifers and the young lady flashes the color of the aether before disappearing completely. Speak with the Greenfarr er again. The Greenfarr erise has spoken his piece. F'lhaminn and his friends go back to the Alkimsts' Guild and Relay to the deep thanks of
The Severian. Before returning to their alchemical duties, Severian leaves you with the wisdom that we face to learn to live with the loss of lovers, and this is an essential part of life. Your confidence and confidence in you has increased by resolving this matter in your hands. No doubt your adventures are far from each other. Find the Lady of Insobert attendees.
Talk with In the burial chamber of the Bur-Log. Talk with pop-up in the Revanant tool. Talk with Severian in the Al-Kims' Guild. Talk with Synthesize powerful dissolvent � . . . . a glass of the talk with the Greenfarer. Community content is available under CES unless otherwise stated. Warning.
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